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1 Introduction

As an operational forecast model, the National Centers 
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) atmosphere–ocean 
global coupled model (AOGCM), the climate forecast sys-
tem, is under continuous development. The previous ver-
sion of the prediction system (CFSv1; Saha et al. 2006) was 
found to be among the best models to represent the Indian 
summer monsoon rainfall (Pokhrel et al. 2012). In addition, 
the CFSv1 was able to represent major patterns of precipi-
tation and circulation associated with the Asian monsoon. 
On the other hand, the model showed a strong negative 
bias in precipitation over central India (Yang et al. 2008). 
The development of the climate forecast system version 2 
(CFSv2; Saha et al. 2014a) resulted in many improvements, 
such as a better representation of the pressure gradient 
between the southern Indian Ocean and the northern Indian 
subcontinent (Saha et al. 2014b). However, the negative 
precipitation bias still persists over central India (Zhu and 
Shukla 2013; Silva et al. 2014; Saha et al. 2014b).

This work focuses on the reduction of the CFSv2 pre-
cipitation bias over central India. Our approach is based 
on the hypothesis that the triggering mechanism for deep 
convection currently in use in the CFSv2 could be modified 
to represent tropical convection conditions more appropri-
ately. A convective triggering function is a criterion or a 
set of criteria that have to be satisfied in order for the ini-
tiation of convection to occur (e.g. Chao 2013). However, 
the initiation of convection refers only to the starting of an 
event and it is different from the continuation of convec-
tion (Chao 2013). But the common usage of this term in the 
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cumulus parameterization research has distorted this mean-
ing to include the continuation of convection. There are 
a variety of convective trigger functions in use in current 
atmospheric models. Recently, Suhas and Zhang (2014) 
performed a comprehensive evaluation of the main trigger 
functions currently in use in global and regional atmos-
pheric models and provided some suggestion for optimi-
zation of those trigger functions. The authors verified that 
many of the trigger functions show poor skill in activating 
convection at the right time and location.

In addition, according to Tawfik and Dirmeyer (2014), 
conventional methods for triggering deep convection 
neglect the incremental growth of the planetary bound-
ary layer (PBL). Most are based on metrics dependent on 
atmospheric states at arbitrary heights, or they are based 
on lifting a parcel from a certain height without allowing 
the parcel to mix with its surroundings. As a consequence, 
these methods present limitations related to the characteri-
zation of the atmospheric state in relation to convection.

Therefore, Tawfik and Dirmeyer (2014) developed a new 
triggering mechanism for convection, named heated con-
densation framework (HCF), based on a diagnostic analysis 
of land-surface controls of boundary layer properties and 
cloud formation. The HCF was envisioned as an alternative 

diagnostic to represent the atmospheric background state 
with respect to convection. This method introduces the 
concepts of buoyant condensation level (BCL) and buoy-
ant mixing temperature (θBM), which can be defined from 
standard profiles of temperature and specific humidity. 
These two variables quantify how conditioned the atmos-
phere is to moist free convection due to surface heating, 
which is characterized by the near surface potential tem-
perature (θ2m). Rather than lifting a hypothetical unmixed 
parcel, the HCF constructs a hypothetical boundary layer 
by incrementally inputting heat at the surface.

The HCF takes into account both large-scale (as the 
atmosphere background state represented by θBM) and 
local surface heating (as represented by θ2m) conditions for 
convection. Therefore, the HCF trigger requires the atmos-
phere to be sufficiently pre-conditioned to convection with 
sufficient local heating in order to initiate convection. In 
summary, θBM is a measurement of the θ2m that is required 
in order for the PBL to attain the BCL height. The lower 
the θBM the more preconditioned the atmosphere is to moist 
convection (Tawfik and Dirmeyer 2014). On the other hand, 
the original trigger criterion in the CFSv2 merely requires 
that the pressure difference between the lifting condensa-
tion level and maximum moist static energy (usually the 

Fig. 1  Mean JJAS precipita-
tion (mm/day) for a TRMM, 
b CTRL, and c HCF and JJAS 
precipitation bias for d CTRL 
and e HCF. a Shows some 
regions of interest defined as 
Central India (74.5°E–86.5°E, 
16.5°N–26.5°N), the equato-
rial Indian Ocean (68°E–90°E, 
5°S–5°N), the Arabian Sea 
(68°E–74°E, 10°N–22°N), and 
the Bay of Bengal (86°E–94°E, 
14°N–22°N). The figure also 
shows information about 
precipitation average, spatial 
RMSE, and spatial correlation 
(in relation to TRMM) for the 
central India region
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first layer of the atmosphere) to be less than an arbitrary 
threshold (Han and Pan 2011; Suhas and Zhang 2014). 
Hence, the current trigger function in the CFSv2 may be 
lacking a physical treatment of convective initiation and the 
HCF is a physical approach to triggering convection.

This work evaluates the impact of implementing the 
HCF trigger into the CFSv2 in seasonal ensemble simula-
tions. This study is part of the National Monsoon Mission 
project supported by the Ministry of Earth Sciences, Gov-
ernment of India. The project has the objective of improv-
ing the seasonal forecast for the Indian Monsoon. Section 2 
describes the CFSv2 and the numerical experiments. The 
impact of HCF on seasonal simulations is shown in Sect. 3. 
Section 4 shows the impact of the new triggering mecha-
nism on daily precipitation and on the monsoon timing. 
The representation of the diurnal cycle of precipitation by 
the CFSv2 is evaluated in Sect. 5. Possible mechanisms 
are explored in Sect. 6. The conclusions are presented in 
Sect. 6.

2  Model and experiments

2.1  Model

The atmospheric component of the CFSv2 AOGCM is 
based on the NCEP global forecast system (GFS) model. 
Simulations were performed with spectral discretization at 
T126 resolution (about 100 km grid spacing) and 64 levels 
in the vertical. The ocean component of the CFSv2 is the 
Modular Ocean Model version 4 (MOM4) (Griffies et al. 
2004). The ocean model was configured with 1/2° horizon-
tal resolution, increasing to 1/4° meridional resolution in 
the deep tropics, and 40 vertical levels.

The HCF trigger was implemented into the simplified 
Arakawa–Schubert (SAS) scheme for deep convection (Pan 
and Wu 1995; Hong and Pan 1998) in the CFSv2. SAS is 
a mass-flux column model organized as follows: First, the 
starting point of convection is defined as the vertical level 
with the maximum moist static energy. The starting point 
is assumed to be below 700 hPa. Next, the cloud base 
is defined as the level of free convection (LFC), which is 
detected based on the atmospheric stability above the start-
ing point (maximum moist static energy). There are two 
SAS routines currently in use in the CFSv2, commonly 
known as old SAS and new SAS. The current trigger-
ing mechanism in use in the SAS scheme in the CFSv2 is 
based on the vertical distance between the starting point and 
the LFC. If the difference between these two levels is less 
than 150 hPa in the old SAS scheme (or between 120 and 
180 hPa in the new SAS scheme), convection is allowed to 
occur (Han and Pan 2011; Suhas and Zhang 2014). The trig-
gering mechanism is a necessary but not sufficient condition 

for deep convection in the SAS scheme; many other factors 
such as entrainment, detrainment, and cloud work also play 
a role in the development of convection. A detailed descrip-
tion of the SAS scheme can be found in Pan and Wu (1995), 
Hong and Pan (1998), and Han and Pan (2011).

The HCF convective trigger scheme was implemented 
into the CFSv2 as an alternative criterion for convec-
tion to occur, where convection is initiated when the PBL 
intersects the BCL. That is, the SAS scheme will initiate 
if either the old or the new trigger criterion are met. Tests 
show that, at this point, this is the best configuration for 
the initiation of deep convection in the SAS scheme. Other 
configurations such as including HCF as an additional 
criterion for convection or completely replacing the origi-
nal criterion by the HCF trigger resulted in substantially 
less convective precipitation over the whole tropics (not 
shown). The results presented here were based on the old 
SAS routine.

2.2  Experiments

We performed 7-month long ensemble retrospective pre-
dictions with (denoted HCF) and without (CTRL) the HCF 
trigger mechanism. Four ensemble members were gener-
ated for each year from 1998 to 2010 starting in the first 
4 days of April. Due to storage issues, we could only retain 
daily averages in our seasonal simulations. Therefore, in 
order to evaluate the diurnal cycle of precipitation we per-
formed two other sets of short simulations of approximately 

Fig. 2  Mean JJAS precipitation (mm/day) difference between HCF 
and CTRL experiments. The contour indicates regions where the dif-
ference is statistically significant at 5 % level according to a t test
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2 weeks. We used the same configurations as the seasonal 
simulations but these short simulations were initialized 
in the peak of the monsoon season starting in mid July 
(July 14, 15, 16, and 17). The initial conditions are from 
the NCEP climate forecast system reanalysis (CFSR; 
Saha et al. 2010). The implementation of the HCF trigger 
did not increase the CFSv2 integration time. Simulation 
results are compared to the TRMM precipitation analysis 
(Huffman et al. 2007), to the ERA-interim reanalysis (Dee 
et al. 2011) and to the Modern Era-Retrospective Analysis 
For Research and Applications (MERRA) reanalysis (Rie-
necker et al. 2011).

3  Seasonal variability

Figure 1 presents the observed mean precipitation between 
June and September (JJAS) for the TRMM dataset and both 
CTRL and HCF experiments. In addition, some regions 
of interest for this work are shown in Fig. 1a defined 
as Central India (74.5°E–86.5°E, 16.5°N–26.5°N), the 

equatorial Indian Ocean (68°E–90°E, 5°S–5°N), the Ara-
bian Sea (68°E–74°E, 10°N–22°N), and the Bay of Bengal 
(86°E–94°E, 14°N–22°N). The CFSv2 represents the main 
spatial pattern of JJAS precipitation, with maxima over the 
west coast of India and the west coast of Southeast Asia. 
However, the model underestimates the precipitation over 
India and overestimates the precipitation over the equato-
rial Indian Ocean (Fig. 1). We verify a small improvement 
in the seasonal precipitation over the Indian subcontinent 
in the HCF experiment in comparison to the CTRL experi-
ment (Fig. 1d, e). The HCF trigger mechanism increases 
the JJAS precipitation over south, central, and northeast 
India. Although the improvement is small in comparison 
to the overall precipitation bias, it is a significant improve-
ment of up to 2.5 mm/day (Fig. 2).

A well-known problem in general circulation models 
and meso-scale models is the generation of excessive pre-
cipitation over steep and high mountains. The CFSv2 is not 
an exception (Fig. 1). The implementation of the HCF trig-
ger does not show any clear improvement of this problem 
(Figs. 1, 2). Chao (2012) verified that the main cause of 

Fig. 3  Mean standard deviation 
of JJAS precipitation (mm/day) 
for a TRMM, b CTRL, c HCF 
and d mean standard deviation 
difference between HCF and 
CTRL
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this problem is the model’s inability to transport heat out 
of the boundary layer due to ventilation processes that hap-
pen on the subgrid-scale slopes of regions with steep and 
high mountains. A parameterization scheme was developed 
to simulate the ventilation process and tests with the NASA 
Goddard Earth Observing System GCM version 5 have 
shown good results (Chao 2012).

The new trigger also improves the magnitude of the 
precipitation variability, defined by the standard deviation, 
over both land and ocean (Fig. 3). The HCF experiment 
shows increased precipitation variability over central India, 
over the Arabian Sea near to the west coast of India, over 
the Bay of Bengal, and over the western equatorial Indian 
Ocean (Fig. 3c, d). In addition, the new trigger appropri-
ately decreases the precipitation variability over the ocean 
adjacent to the southernmost part of India (Fig. 3b–d).

To explore the impact of the new trigger on circulation, 
changes in the 850 and 200 hPa winds are examined. Fig-
ure 4 shows the biases of low and high level winds in both 
CTRL and HCF simulations in relation to ERA-interim. We 
verify a small reduction in the magnitude of the 850 hPa 
zonal wind bias over northeastern India along the Hima-
layas as well as a reduction in the equatorial India Ocean 
(Fig. 4a, b). The magnitude of the 850 hPa meridional wind 
bias shows only slight differences, with increased magni-
tudes over the western coast of India (Fig. 4c, d). There is a 
noticeable reduction in the magnitude of the 200 hPa zonal 
wind bias over the Arabian Sea, India, and the equatorial 
Indian Ocean (Fig. 4e, f) as well as in the meridional wind 
over India (Fig. 4g, h). In summary, the new trigger mecha-
nism reduced the low level wind along the Himalayas and 
reduced the intensity of the upper level winds over central 
India (significant at 95 % confidence level) during JJAS, 
resulting in slightly more realistic large-scale wind circula-
tion over India.

4  Daily precipitation variability and monsoon timing

Figure 5 shows the distribution of daily precipitation over 
Central India for TRMM and both CTRL and HCF experi-
ments. The CFSv2 overestimates low intensity precipitation 
(<4 mm/day) and underestimates high intensity precipitation 
(>6 mm/day), which is a common bias in convective param-
eterization schemes (e.g. Kang et al. 2014). The HCF shows 
a decrease in low intensity precipitation and an increase in 
high intensity precipitation in comparison to CTRL (Fig. 5), 
characterizing a small improvement for both low and high 
intensity precipitation. The HCF and CTRL distributions are 
different from each other at 95 % confidence level accord-
ing to a maximum likelihood ratio test.

Fig. 4  CTRL (left) and HCF (right) mean JJAS wind bias (m/s) 
in comparison to ERA-Interim. The panel are: a, b zonal wind at 
850 hPa, c, d meridional wind at 850 hPa, e, f zonal wind at 200 hPa, 
and g, h meridional wind at 200 hPa. The figure also shows infor-
mation about wind average, spatial RMSE, and spatial correlation (in 
relation to ERA-Interim) for the domain shown in a
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These results suggest that the HCF simulations are char-
acterized by stronger convective activity than the CTRL. 
Considering that the HCF trigger was implemented as an 
alternative condition for convection to initiate, one of the 
modifications introduced by the HCF trigger is an increase 
in the frequency in which SAS is activated. Since the 
model time step is of about 10 min, at every 10 min there 
is a probability that SAS will generate precipitation. The 
inclusion of the HCF criterion as an alternative condition 
increased that probability. The mechanisms will be further 
investigated in Sect. 6.

There is also a clear improvement in the seasonal cycle 
of the precipitation over central India in the HCF experi-
ment in comparison to the CTRL experiment (Fig. 6). 
Although the CFSv2 still strongly underestimates the maxi-
mum monsoonal rainfall during July and August, the new 
trigger improves the representation of the onset and with-
drawal dates of the Indian rainy season (Fig. 6).

To evaluate the CFSv2 representation of the monsoon 
timing we applied a method created by Liebmann and 
Marengo (2001) and adapted by Bombardi and Carvalho 
(2009) to define the onset and the demise of the rainy season. 
This method was applied to the TRMM dataset and to each 
member of the CFSv2 experiments separately. The method 
depends only on precipitation and it is based on Eq. 1, where 
S is the accumulated precipitation anomaly, R is the daily 
precipitation, and Rm is the annual climatological mean.

The accumulated precipitation anomalies are computed 
for each grid point starting from the dry season. Initially 
S has negative values. Once the precipitation becomes 
frequent, the S curve presents an inflection and starts to 
increase. The S curve is smoothed by a 1-2-1 filter and the 
first derivative of the smoothed curve is calculated. The 
date when the signal of the first derivative of the smoothed 
S changes from negative to positive is taken as the onset of 
the rainy season. Analogously, by starting the calculation of 
the accumulated precipitation anomalies in the wet season, 
the date when the derivative of S changes from positive to 
negative is taken as the withdrawal of the rainy season.

Figure 7a shows the progression of the onset of the 
Indian monsoon in day-of-year (DOY) in the TRMM 

(1)S =

∑

t=1

(R(t)− Rm)

Fig. 5  Frequency distribution of daily precipitation (mm/day) for TRMM, HCF, and CTRL over Central India (16.5°N–26.5°N, 
74.5°E–86.5°E). The HCF and CTRL distributions are different at 95 % confidence level according to a maximum likelihood ratio test

Fig. 6  Mean seasonal cycle of precipitation (mm/day) for the 
TRMM and for both CTRL and HCF simulations, spatially averaged 
over Central India (16.5°N–26.5°N, 74.5°E–86.5°E)
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dataset. We observe a northwestward propagation of the 
monsoon starting in late May (DOY 140) in the south, to 
early June (DOY 155) over central India, and up to mid 
July (DOY 165) over northwestern India. These results 
are consistent with the climatological northwestward pro-
gression of the Indian Monsoon (e.g. Joseph et al. 1994; 
Fasullo and Webster 2002). The CFSv2 does not seem to 
realistically reproduce the northwestward propagation of 
the monsoon (Fig. 7b, c), a problem also present in CFSv1 
(Yang et al. 2008). The northwestward propagation of the 
monsoon seems to be even less realistic in the HCF experi-
ments than in the CTRL experiments (Fig. 7b–e). However, 
the HCF experiments show monsoon onset dates closer to 
the observed values in comparison to the CTRL experi-
ment, especially over central India (Fig. 7b–e).

5  Diurnal cycle of precipitation

Figure 8 shows the diurnal cycle of precipitation from 
TRMM and from the CTRL and HCF short simulations. 
The figure also shows the partitioning between convec-
tive and large-scale simulated precipitation. There are 
only small differences in the diurnal cycle of precipitation 

simulated by HCF in comparison to CTRL (Fig. 8). Over 
central India (Fig. 8a), CFSv2 overestimates precipitation 
from 0Z to 9Z and underestimates the precipitation from 
12Z to 21Z. CFSv2 highly overestimates precipitation over 
the Equatorial Indian Ocean (Fig. 8b) and over the Ara-
bian Sea (Fig. 8c) but it represents well the diurnal cycle of 
precipitation over the Bay of Bengal (Fig. 8d). We are cur-
rently testing a new version of the HCF trigger with a better 
representation of initialization of convection over the ocean 
that includes buoyancy adjustment due to moisture that are 
known to be especially important in the tropics (Stevens 
2005; Smith et al. 2012).

In addition, there was no clear improvement in short-
range forecast skill (first 2 weeks) considering the domains 
of North America, India, NINO3.4, the tropics, the North-
ern Hemisphere, and the Southern Hemisphere (not 
shown). The forecast skill was evaluated by the lagged 
anomaly correlation of geopotential height at 500 hPa.

6  Mechanisms

To explore the possible mechanisms whereby the HCF trig-
ger improves precipitation over India, we analyze its impact 

Fig. 7  Mean onset date of the 
Indian summer monsoon (day 
of year) for a TRMM, b CTRL, 
and c HCF. Onset date bias 
for d CTRL and e HCF. The 
figure also shows information 
about onset date average, spatial 
RMSE, and spatial correlation 
(in relation to TRMM) for the 
central India region
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in the surface radiative balance (Figs. 9, 10, 11), cloud con-
densate (Fig. 12), and convective instability (Fig. 13). The 
CFSv2 overestimates the net surface shortwave radiation 
over most of our region of interest, especially over Myan-
mar and the Himalayans (Fig. 9). The net surface shortwave 
radiation bias over central India is slightly larger (in mag-
nitude) in the HCF than in the CTRL simulations (Fig. 9d, 
e). On the other hand, the CFSv2 underestimates net sur-
face longwave radiation over most of our region of interest 
(Fig. 10). In addition, the net surface longwave radiation 
bias is slightly smaller (in magnitude) in the HCF than in 
the CTRL hindcasts (Fig. 10d, e).Fig. 10  As Fig. 9 for net sur-

face longwave radiation

Simulations with the new triggering mechanisms show 
increased net surface shortwave radiation over central and 
southern India as well as increased net surface longwave 
radiation over central and northern India (Fig. 11). Thus, 
the surface is receiving more shortwave radiation (Fig. 11a) 
and losing less longwave radiation (Fig. 11b) to the atmos-
phere in the HCF than in the CTRL simulations.

Figure 12 shows profiles of total cloud condensate 
(Cloud water and ice) as an estimate of cloud cover for both 
simulations and for the MERRA reanalysis over Central 
India (Fig. 12a), the equatorial Indian Ocean (Fig. 12c), the 
Arabian Sea (Fig. 12e), and the Bay of Bengal (Fig. 12h). 
We chose to compare CFSv2 with MERRA due to the 
good representation of water and energy cycles in MERRA 
(Rienecker et al. 2012) related to the assimilation of cloud 
condensate and cloud fraction (Rienecker et al. 2008). 
Observational analyses by Kumar et al. (2013) showed that 
shallow clouds are more prevalent over the Western Ghats 
region whereas deep clouds (particularly in the mid and 
upper troposphere) are more prevalent along the Myanmar 
coast, which is consistent with the cloud condensate pro-
files from MERRA (Fig. 12e, h).

The CFSv2 underestimates the amount of high clouds 
over all four regions (Fig. 12) as well as the amount of low 
clouds over the Arabian Sea (Fig. 12e) and over the equato-
rial Indian Ocean (Fig. 12g). In addition, the middle clouds 
in the CFSv2 are located lower in the troposphere in com-
parison to MERRA (Fig. 12). Over central India, the main 
effect of the HCF trigger is to remove cloud water from the 
middle troposphere and to increase it in the higher tropo-
sphere (Fig. 12b). To a lesser degree, similar effects are 

Fig. 8  Diurnal cycle of precipitation from TRMM and short simu-
lations starting in mid July. Spatially averaged over a Central India 
(74.5°E–86.5°E, 16.5°N–26.5°N), b the equatorial Indian Ocean 
(68°E–90°E, 5°S–5°N), c the Arabian Sea (68°E–74oE, 10°N–22°N), 
and d the Bay of Bengal (86°E–94°E, 14°N–22°N). The figure also 
shows the partitioning between simulated large-scale (LS) and con-
vective (C) precipitation

▸
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Fig. 9  Mean JJAS net surface 
shortwave radiation (W/m2) for 
a ERA-interim, b CTRL, and c 
HCF and net shortwave bias for 
d CTRL and e HCF. The biases 
were calculated in relation to 
the ERA-interim reanalysis. The 
figure also shows information 
about net shortwave radiation 
average, spatial RMSE, and 
spatial correlation (in relation 
to ERA-interim) for the central 
India region

Fig. 10  As Fig. 9 for 
net surface longwave 
radiation
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observed in the remaining regions (Fig. 12d, f, h). These 
results are consistent with the increase of short wave radia-
tion (reduction of middle clouds) and increase of net sur-
face longwave radiation (increase of high clouds) (Fig. 11). 
These results are also consistent with increased convective 
activity, where the cloud water is removed from the middle 
troposphere due to rainfall and injected into higher levels 

of the atmosphere driven by increased mixing and vertical 
motion (not shown).

As mentioned before, the HCF trigger needs two main 
conditions to trigger convection: A sufficiently moist 
atmosphere (quantified by θBM) and sufficient instability 
coming from surface heating (quantified by θ2m). The lower 
the θBM the more is the atmosphere preconditioned for 
moist convection. To evaluate the difference in convective 
activity between HCF and CTRL we analyzed the simu-
lated CAPE, which is one of the output variables in CFSv2, 
as well as θ2m and θBM, which are important diagnostic var-
iables for the HCF. We verify an increase in mean CAPE in 
HCF simulations in comparison to CTRL simulations over 
central–northeastern India (Fig. 13a). These results indi-
cate that there is more intense convective instability in the 
HCF simulations than in the CTRL simulations. In addi-
tion, there is a reduction of θ2m in the HCF simulations over 
central India in comparison to CTRL (Fig. 13b). This result 
is consistent with the development of a stronger monsoon 
system in the HCF simulations. Moreover, The HCF exper-
iment showed colder θBM over central India than the CTRL 
experiment (Fig. 13c), indicating that convection was more 
likely to occur in the HCF experiment. Therefore, the sig-
nificant changes in precipitation verified in the HCF simu-
lations are associated with an increase in moist convective 
instability.

Although convective initiation does not directly influ-
ence the nature or the intensity of convection, over the 
long-term, the frequency of triggering convection modifies 
the accumulation of CAPE thereby impacting the intensity 
of convection and indirectly influencing the environment 
that is used by the SAS scheme.

It is relevant to point out that the convective triggering 
functions used in most models overlook the fact that the 
onset of cumulus convection in a grid column is a catas-
trophe (Chao 2013). A catastrophe is a rapid transition of a 
dynamical system from one (quasi) equilibrium to another. 
Therefore, once the criteria for convection initiation are 
met, the system continues in a convective state until the 
criteria for inhibition of convection are satisfied, regardless 
of whether or not the initiation criteria are still valid. As a 
result of overlooking the catastrophe concept, convection 
parameterizations over flat land tend to underestimate the 
amplitude of the diurnal cycle of precipitation and tend to 
simulate the peak of the diurnal cycle of precipitation too 
soon (Chao 2013). Chao (2013) designed a new method 
where the catastrophe concept is taken into consideration. 
The author implemented this new method into the Relaxed 
Arakawa–Schubert convection scheme (Moorthi and 
Suarez 1992) in the NASA’s Goddard Earth Observing Sys-
tem GCM, version 5 (GEOS-5) and verified an improve-
ment in the phase and amplitude of the precipitation diurnal 
cycle over relatively flat land.

Fig. 11  Mean JJAS difference between HCF and CTRL for a net 
surface shortwave radiation and b net surface longwave radiation (W/
m2). The contour shows regions where the difference is statistically 
significant at 5 % level according to a t test
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7  Conclusions

We present the sensitivity of the representation of the Indian 
summer monsoon resulting from the implementation of the 
HCF triggering mechanism for deep convection (Tawfik and 
Dirmeyer 2014) into the CFSv2. The HCF convective trig-
ger mechanism is implemented as an alternative condition 
for deep convection to occur. The HCF trigger requires two 
main conditions to trigger convection: sufficient instability 
from surface heating and a sufficiently moist atmosphere.

The new trigger improves the representation of the 
Indian summer monsoon over central and northeastern 
India, reducing the CFSv2 precipitation bias and improv-
ing the simulation of seasonal and daily precipitation. Over 
central India, there is a clear improvement of the distribu-
tion of daily precipitation as well as in the annual cycle of 
precipitation. The HCF also improves the seasonal variabil-
ity of precipitation over central and northeastern India as 
well as over the western coast of India, the Bay of Bengal, 
and the equatorial Indian Ocean. In addition, we verify an 
improvement in the monsoon timing over the entire Indian 

subcontinent and the probability distribution of precipita-
tion intensity. However, only small differences were veri-
fied in the diurnal cycle of precipitation.

A better representation of deep convection is associated 
with a decrease of middle level clouds and an increase of 
high clouds over India. As a consequence, we verify an 
increase in net surface radiation, resulting in more energy 
at the surface in the HCF in comparison to the CTRL 
experiments. In addition, we verify an increase in con-
vective activity in the HCF in comparison to the CTRL 
simulations.

The mechanism whereby the HCF trigger improves the 
representation of deep convection depends on several fac-
tors such as availability of moisture, atmospheric stability, 
and regional biases in the model. Therefore, there is a com-
bination of factors that need to be taken into account when 
attributing precipitation changes to the HCF trigger. Specif-
ically over India, the mechanism seems to be related to two 
main changes: (1) a better representation of the background 
state of convection and (2) an increase in the frequency in 
deep convection was initiated.

Fig. 12  Mean JJAS profiles of total cloud condensate (g/kg) for 
MERRA, CTRL, and HCF (a, c, e and g) and total cloud conden-
sate difference between HCF and CTRL (b, d, f, and h). Spatially 
averaged over Central India (74.5°E–86.5°E, 16.5°N–26.5°N), the 

equatorial Indian Ocean (68°E–90°E, 5°S–5°N), the Arabian Sea 
(68°E–74°E, 10°N–22°N), and the Bay of Bengal (86°E–94°E, 
14°N–22°N)
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Suhas and Zhang (2014) found that trigger functions show 
better skill when both instability and moisture are taking 
into consideration in their formulation. The authors verified 
that the Arakawa–Schubert trigger function could be opti-
mized by the incorporation of a relative humidity threshold. 
Although we did not include a humidity threshold in the SAS 
scheme, the implementation of the HCF is a similar approach 
considering that the HCF criterion is the occurrence of con-
densation. Therefore, by implementing the HCF trigger, we 
included a combination of instability based and moisture 
based trigger functions into the SAS scheme, and the back-
ground state of convection could be better represented.

In addition, as we added the HCF criterion as an alterna-
tive condition for the initiation of deep convection, the con-
vective scheme was triggered more often, allowing the sys-
tem to produce more precipitation over India in comparison 
to CTRL. As a consequence, we verified a reduction of light 
precipitation and an increase of intense precipitation over 
central India, resulting in a simulated precipitation distribu-
tion that is closer to the precipitation distribution from obser-
vations. One may argue that the increase in the frequency of 
the activation of SAS could have increased precipitation any-
where. However, due to the conservation of total precipita-
tion, precipitation cannot be increased everywhere and some 
regions will be more susceptible to changes than others. In 
the case of India, the increase in convective precipitation was 
favored by the availability of moist convective instability.

Therefore, the HCF triggering mechanism not only 
provides conditions that are more appropriated for tropi-
cal convection, it also improves the representation of the 
Indian summer monsoon by increasing precipitation inten-
sity due to an increase in the frequency in which the con-
vective scheme is activated, as long as convective instabil-
ity conditions are met.

It is relevant to point out that the original triggering cri-
terion is based on the lifting condensation level (LCL) and 
the HCF criterion is based on the BCL. Therefore, in some 
cases the LCL level can be fairly different from the BCL 
and, as a consequence, the level of the base of the convec-
tive cloud in the conceptual scheme. At this point, the HCF 
trigger is implemented solely as an indication for whether 
or not condensation occurs, regardless of whether or not 
LCL and BCL coincide. The SAS routine still uses the 
LCL as the cloud base level. We are currently investigating 
strategies to better integrate the HCF trigger into the SAS 
scheme in order to eliminate this inconsistency.

Fig. 13  a Mean JJAS CAPE (J/kg) difference between HCF and 
CTRL; b mean JJAS θ2m (K) difference between HCF and CTRL and 
c mean JJAS θBM (K) difference between HCF and CTRL. Contour 
indicates regions where the difference is statistically significant at 
5 % level according to a t test

◂
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Since the CFSv2 still shows a large dry precipitation 
bias for the summer precipitation over India and a large wet 
bias over the ocean, further investigation is necessary. We 
are currently investigating strategies to further improve the 
CFSv2 representation of convective precipitation. These 
strategies include the tuning of the HCF trigger, the reduc-
tion of the model time step, and the improvement of the 
HCF trigger. A new version of the HCF trigger with a bet-
ter representation of convection initiation over the ocean is 
currently in test for this purpose.
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Appendix: Precipitation changes in the tropics

Figure 14 shows the JJAS precipitation bias for the entire 
tropics as well as the difference between HCF and CTRL. 
As mentioned before, the new triggering mechanism 
causes only small changes in the CFSv2 precipitation bias 
(Fig. 14a, b). Besides changes in the Indian summer mon-
soon, there are significant differences in precipitation over 
the Central America, the Amazon, tropical Atlantic Ocean, 
and tropical Africa (Fig. 14c). Although the new trigger 
improves precipitation over the Indian region, the mag-
nitude of the bias increases over the tropical Atlantic and 
over tropical Africa (Fig. 14c). Consistent results (slightly 
smaller differences) are observed when evaluating the sim-
ulations for different periods, such as May through July 

Fig. 14  Global JJAS precipitation (mm/day) bias for a CTRL and 
b HCF and c mean JJAS precipitation difference between HCF and 
CTRL. Contour indicates regions where the difference is statistically 

significant at 5 % level according to a t test. The figure also shows 
information about precipitation average, spatial RMSE, and spatial 
correlation (in relation to TRMM) for the entire domain
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(not shown). This is an example of a well-known phenom-
enon in developing climate models. When making model 
modifications it is common to observe the improvement of 
some regions and the detriment of others. The most impor-
tant aspect of this research is the fact that we are making 
the parameterization more physically realistic. In addition, 
biases can be compensated in the future from the other 
parameterizations that were tuned to have the best perfor-
mance in relation to the prior convective trigger.

Presumably, the changes in the precipitation biases in 
the Indian region could be due to changes in convection 
elsewhere, like the tropical Pacific, due to teleconnec-
tions. However, we did not identify significant circulation 
changes showing wave-like patterns between HCF and 
CTRL simulations (not shown). Rather, the changes in cir-
culations are very local. Therefore, although remote influ-
ences could be playing a role in the changes in the precipi-
tation biases over India, the mechanisms discussed in the 
conclusions are likely the dominant mechanisms.
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